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The role of mentor is complex and sometimes vulnerable The role of mentor is complex and sometimes vulnerable 
to misinterpretation. According to the employment resource to misinterpretation. According to the employment resource 
Indeed, a mentor is an individual who acts as an adviser or Indeed, a mentor is an individual who acts as an adviser or 
coach for a less experienced person. Mentors often share coach for a less experienced person. Mentors often share 
their experiences and may even offer advice to their men-their experiences and may even offer advice to their men-
tees.tees.

Anyone can serve as a mentor, though individuals who Anyone can serve as a mentor, though individuals who 
accept that responsibility are typically older and/or more accept that responsibility are typically older and/or more 
knowledgeable than their mentees. Mentors may be athletic knowledgeable than their mentees. Mentors may be athletic 
coaches, teachers, business associates, or esteemed family coaches, teachers, business associates, or esteemed family 
members. Mentoring is something older adults can consider members. Mentoring is something older adults can consider 
as they look to share their knowledge with others.as they look to share their knowledge with others.
Mental and emotional benefi tsMental and emotional benefi ts

Many successful individuals credit mentors with help-Many successful individuals credit mentors with help-
ing them achieve their goals. However, mentors also walk ing them achieve their goals. However, mentors also walk 
away from mentoring having gained something signifi cant. away from mentoring having gained something signifi cant. 
According to the caregiving company Seasons, mentoring According to the caregiving company Seasons, mentoring 
can keep an aging mind sharp. Being a mentor may help can keep an aging mind sharp. Being a mentor may help 
at-risk seniors reduce their chances of developing dementia, at-risk seniors reduce their chances of developing dementia, 
particularly Alzheimer’s disease. According to a 2009 study particularly Alzheimer’s disease. According to a 2009 study 
published in the Journal of Gerontology, gains were shown published in the Journal of Gerontology, gains were shown 
for mentors in “executive function and in the activity of pre-for mentors in “executive function and in the activity of pre-
frontal cortical regions in older adults at elevated risk for frontal cortical regions in older adults at elevated risk for 
cognitive impairment.”cognitive impairment.”

Mentoring also may give seniors extra reasons to get up Mentoring also may give seniors extra reasons to get up 
and go each day. A scheduled task like mentoring fosters so-and go each day. A scheduled task like mentoring fosters so-
cial interactions and changes of scenery. Information pub-cial interactions and changes of scenery. Information pub-
lished in Harvard Business Review indicates seniors who lished in Harvard Business Review indicates seniors who 
mentor young people may be three times happier than people mentor young people may be three times happier than people 
who do not.who do not.
Qualities of good mentorsQualities of good mentors
Seniors considering mentoring should go over what can Seniors considering mentoring should go over what can 
make a good mentor-mentee relationship. The following are make a good mentor-mentee relationship. The following are 
some characteristics of successful mentors.some characteristics of successful mentors.
• Engage: The mentor should show genuine interest in the • Engage: The mentor should show genuine interest in the 
mentee, asking about their goals and expectations. Conversa-mentee, asking about their goals and expectations. Conversa-
tion should come easily.tion should come easily.
• Participate actively: It’s important to make the time for • Participate actively: It’s important to make the time for 
mentoring sessions according to what the mentee can man-mentoring sessions according to what the mentee can man-
age with his or her schedule. Lessons should be tailored to age with his or her schedule. Lessons should be tailored to 
what the mentee hopes to gain from the relationship. Gaug-what the mentee hopes to gain from the relationship. Gaug-
ing success along the way and tweaking things as necessary ing success along the way and tweaking things as necessary 
can keep mentoring sessions on target.can keep mentoring sessions on target.
• Listen well: Mentors recognize the importance of listening • Listen well: Mentors recognize the importance of listening 
fi rst and then responding to the questions and needs of the fi rst and then responding to the questions and needs of the 
mentee.mentee.
• Possess expertise: A mentor needn’t have an advanced de-• Possess expertise: A mentor needn’t have an advanced de-
gree or special certifi cation, but he or she should have more gree or special certifi cation, but he or she should have more 
experience in a given fi eld or subject than the mentee.experience in a given fi eld or subject than the mentee.

Mentoring is a consideration for seniors looking to remain Mentoring is a consideration for seniors looking to remain 
active in their communities and share their knowledge with active in their communities and share their knowledge with 
others.  FP235935others.  FP235935

How seniors can help themselves & How seniors can help themselves & 
others through mentoringothers through mentoring

A balanced diet and exercise, which includes a combina-A balanced diet and exercise, which includes a combina-
tion of aerobic activities and strength training, is necessary to tion of aerobic activities and strength training, is necessary to 
maintain long-term health. maintain long-term health. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-According to the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion, regular physical activity is one of the most important tion, regular physical activity is one of the most important 
things older adults can do to protect their overall health. Ex-things older adults can do to protect their overall health. Ex-
ercise helps to delay or prevent many of the conditions that ercise helps to delay or prevent many of the conditions that 
come with age. Adults ages 65 and older should aim for the come with age. Adults ages 65 and older should aim for the 
recommended 150 minutes a week of moderate-intensity ac-recommended 150 minutes a week of moderate-intensity ac-
tivity, such as brisk walking, and at least two days of activi-tivity, such as brisk walking, and at least two days of activi-
ties that strengthen muscles.ties that strengthen muscles.

When it comes to muscle strengthening, seniors can fol-When it comes to muscle strengthening, seniors can fol-
low these safety guidelines as they embark on their strength-low these safety guidelines as they embark on their strength-
training journeys.training journeys.
• Speak with a healthcare provider fi rst. Get the green light to • Speak with a healthcare provider fi rst. Get the green light to 
proceed with an exercise regimen before beginning by having proceed with an exercise regimen before beginning by having 
a discussion with your general practitioner about your fi tness a discussion with your general practitioner about your fi tness 
goals. Your doctor can recommend strategies that are safe and goals. Your doctor can recommend strategies that are safe and 
point out any exercises that may compromise your overall point out any exercises that may compromise your overall 
health.health.
• Master basic exercises fi rst. Anyone new to strength train-• Master basic exercises fi rst. Anyone new to strength train-
ing, which is sometimes known as resistance training, can ing, which is sometimes known as resistance training, can 
start out slowly, even using just body weight, to provide re-start out slowly, even using just body weight, to provide re-
sistance. Resistance exercises can include squats, crunches, sistance. Resistance exercises can include squats, crunches, 
modifi ed pushups, planks, and lunges. modifi ed pushups, planks, and lunges. 
• Graduate to resistance bands. When you’re ready to move • Graduate to resistance bands. When you’re ready to move 
on to something else, consider resistance bands as an alterna-on to something else, consider resistance bands as an alterna-
tive to free weights. The bands can help you develop good tive to free weights. The bands can help you develop good 
form before introducing weight. Good form is key to avoid-form before introducing weight. Good form is key to avoid-
ing injury.ing injury.
• Work with a trainer. Working with a certifi ed personal train-• Work with a trainer. Working with a certifi ed personal train-
er can help you learn how to use free weights and strength-er can help you learn how to use free weights and strength-
training machines correctly. A trainer also can create a routine training machines correctly. A trainer also can create a routine 
that includes the right number of sets and repetitions to grad-that includes the right number of sets and repetitions to grad-
ually build and maintain muscle mass. If you decide against ually build and maintain muscle mass. If you decide against 
hiring a trainer, gym staff members may guide you through hiring a trainer, gym staff members may guide you through 
equipment and demonstrate proper form.equipment and demonstrate proper form.
• Exercise with a friend. Strength training with a friend or • Exercise with a friend. Strength training with a friend or 
family member can provide motivation and keep you on tar-family member can provide motivation and keep you on tar-
get to meet your goals.get to meet your goals.
• Build up gradually. Your fi rst strength session should only • Build up gradually. Your fi rst strength session should only 
last 10 to 15 minutes, according to Tiffany Chag, C.S.C.S., last 10 to 15 minutes, according to Tiffany Chag, C.S.C.S., 
a strength coach at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New a strength coach at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New 
York. This enables you to gauge soreness. Wait until soreness York. This enables you to gauge soreness. Wait until soreness 
abates before beginning your next session if you are new to abates before beginning your next session if you are new to 
strength training.strength training.

Strength exercises are a vital part of maintaining health as Strength exercises are a vital part of maintaining health as 
a senior. Such exercises help maintain muscle mass and also a senior. Such exercises help maintain muscle mass and also 
improve balance and bone health.  FP235928improve balance and bone health.  FP235928

Strength training Strength training 
for seniorsfor seniors 

www.MooreLawIndiana.com • 812-932-1227
2 West Pearl St. Batesville, IN 47006

We focus our practice on:
Estate Planning

Elder Law
Asset Protection
Long Term Care

Nursing Home Planning

812-537-5700 • 181 Campus Dr., Lawrenceburg, IN 47025
Assisted Living • Memory Care • Post-Acute Healthcare Services

Senior Executive Club
Free Lunch with informational Presentations and/or Games 

1:30 to 2:30 p.m.  Something for everyone!
Held the last Thursday  of every month

Open to Public
Call Today - Tonda 812.221.4685

Neal’s Funeral Home
(812) 689-4262 • www.nealsfuneralhome.net • 306 S. Walnut St. Osgood, IN

Everyone plans to make their 
funeral arrangements 
or memorial service
someday.

Make that someday
today with us!

We provide the following services: 
♦ Preneeds
♦ We work with Medicaid
♦ Work within your budget
♦ Partner with local hospice
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1321 S Adams St.Versailles
(812) 689-6697

Auto • Home • Farm • Business
Quotes Always Free - Contact Us Today

www.hollandinsagency.com

ashley@hollandinsagency.com

The Quilter’s Nook, Inc.The Quilter’s Nook, Inc.
Creative Quilting & Sewing CenterCreative Quilting & Sewing Center

(812) 689-0980(812) 689-0980
Hours: Tues. - Sat. 9-5 |Sun. Noon - 4 Mon. ClosedHours: Tues. - Sat. 9-5 |Sun. Noon - 4 Mon. Closed

Call us today aboutCall us today about
Our quilting classes!Our quilting classes!

Chris Combs, Owner • 82 Hill Street,VersaillesChris Combs, Owner • 82 Hill Street,Versailles
email:info@thequiltersnook.com • website: thequiltersnook.comemail:info@thequiltersnook.com • website: thequiltersnook.com
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Medications improve the lives of billions of people Medications improve the lives of billions of people 
across the globe every day. Without access to medication, across the globe every day. Without access to medication, 
millions may die while countless others would experience millions may die while countless others would experience 
a dramatic decline in their quality of life.a dramatic decline in their quality of life.

Though there’s no denying the positive effects of medi-Though there’s no denying the positive effects of medi-
cation, the effi cacy of herbal supplements and prescription cation, the effi cacy of herbal supplements and prescription 
drugs does not mean each are risk-free. Risks may even drugs does not mean each are risk-free. Risks may even 
be compounded when individuals take herbal supplements be compounded when individuals take herbal supplements 
and prescription medications concurrently. According to and prescription medications concurrently. According to 
the Mayo Clinic, herbal supplements do not always inter-the Mayo Clinic, herbal supplements do not always inter-
act well with prescription medications. For example, herb-act well with prescription medications. For example, herb-
al supplements can interact with medicines utilized to treat al supplements can interact with medicines utilized to treat 
issues affected the heart and blood vessels. That includes issues affected the heart and blood vessels. That includes 
conditions like high blood pressure, which estimates from conditions like high blood pressure, which estimates from 
the World Health Organization indicate affects nearly 1.3 the World Health Organization indicate affects nearly 1.3 
billion adults between the ages of 30 and 79.billion adults between the ages of 30 and 79.

Mixing medications has always been risky, but a grow-Mixing medications has always been risky, but a grow-
ing reliance on herbal medicines has potentially elevated ing reliance on herbal medicines has potentially elevated 
that risk. That’s perhaps due to perceptions of herbal sup-that risk. That’s perhaps due to perceptions of herbal sup-
plements as wholly natural, leading some to conclude plements as wholly natural, leading some to conclude 
that a substance that’s wholly natural cannot jeopardize that a substance that’s wholly natural cannot jeopardize 
the human body. However, an analysis published in the the human body. However, an analysis published in the 
British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology detailed more British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology detailed more 
than a dozen instances of adverse drug reactions affecting than a dozen instances of adverse drug reactions affecting 
individuals who took herbal medicines alongside various individuals who took herbal medicines alongside various 
prescription medications. The medications taken, some of prescription medications. The medications taken, some of 
which were antidepressants, were prescribed to treat vari-which were antidepressants, were prescribed to treat vari-
ous conditions, including HIV, epilepsy and heart disease.ous conditions, including HIV, epilepsy and heart disease.

The potential dangers of mixing herbal and prescrip-The potential dangers of mixing herbal and prescrip-
tion medications underscore the need to engage in honest tion medications underscore the need to engage in honest 

How to start a seniors’ social clubHow to start a seniors’ social club

Potential dangers of mixing herbal and prescription meds Potential dangers of mixing herbal and prescription meds 

and open discussions with a physician before taking any and open discussions with a physician before taking any 
herbal or prescription medications. Individuals currently herbal or prescription medications. Individuals currently 
taking a prescription medication should consult with their taking a prescription medication should consult with their 
physician before taking any herbal supplements, while physician before taking any herbal supplements, while 
those who take herbal medicines and supplements should those who take herbal medicines and supplements should 
bring that up with their physicians if they are prescribed a bring that up with their physicians if they are prescribed a 
new medication.new medication.
What are some symptoms of herbal and prescription What are some symptoms of herbal and prescription 
interactions?interactions?
The Mayo Clinic notes that a fast heartbeat and changes The Mayo Clinic notes that a fast heartbeat and changes 

in blood pressure are two indicators of drug interactions. in blood pressure are two indicators of drug interactions. 
But many additional side effects can indicate a potentially But many additional side effects can indicate a potentially 
dangerous or unhealthy interaction is taking place. For ex-dangerous or unhealthy interaction is taking place. For ex-
ample, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration notes that ample, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration notes that 
increased dryness or irritation of skin when taking more increased dryness or irritation of skin when taking more 
than one topical acne drug at the same time indicates an than one topical acne drug at the same time indicates an 
unhealthy interaction is taking place. unhealthy interaction is taking place. 
Herbal and prescription medication interactions can be Herbal and prescription medication interactions can be 

dangerous. Individuals are urged to contact their physi-dangerous. Individuals are urged to contact their physi-
cians before combining medications and to bring up their cians before combining medications and to bring up their 
existing medication regimen whenever they are issued a existing medication regimen whenever they are issued a 
new prescription.  new prescription.  TF237116TF237116

Older adults hoping to retire this year may have a new Older adults hoping to retire this year may have a new 
factor to consider. Aspiring retirees may have to play it factor to consider. Aspiring retirees may have to play it 
very smart to ensure they can maximize their savings for very smart to ensure they can maximize their savings for 
the long haul. It’s a one-two punch caused by continu-the long haul. It’s a one-two punch caused by continu-
ously rising costs of everyday items and a bearish market ously rising costs of everyday items and a bearish market 
for bonds — one of the most common hedges retirement for bonds — one of the most common hedges retirement 
plans use to offset stock declines. Bonds have been suffer-plans use to offset stock declines. Bonds have been suffer-
ing historic losses, according to data from Barclays Ag-ing historic losses, according to data from Barclays Ag-
gregate Bond Index. The typical rule of thumb used to be gregate Bond Index. The typical rule of thumb used to be 
to spend no more than 4 percent of a portfolio’s original to spend no more than 4 percent of a portfolio’s original 
value each year to plan for retirement. With no gains or value each year to plan for retirement. With no gains or 
losses, that money would last around 25 years. However, losses, that money would last around 25 years. However, 
experts at The American College of Financial Services say experts at The American College of Financial Services say 
that, in today’s economy, 4 percent and even 3 percent may that, in today’s economy, 4 percent and even 3 percent may 
be too aggressive. According to Nora Dowd Eisenhower, be too aggressive. According to Nora Dowd Eisenhower, 
executive director at the Philadelphia Mayor's Commis-executive director at the Philadelphia Mayor's Commis-
sion on Aging, higher food prices, longer life expectan-sion on Aging, higher food prices, longer life expectan-
cies and higher rents/housing costs often lead to fi nancial cies and higher rents/housing costs often lead to fi nancial 
challenges for people in retirement. Data from the U.S. challenges for people in retirement. Data from the U.S. 
Current Population Survey shows a trend in the number Current Population Survey shows a trend in the number 
of people no longer in retirement. In September 2022, the of people no longer in retirement. In September 2022, the 
unretirement rate was 2.6 percent, up from 2.4 percent in unretirement rate was 2.6 percent, up from 2.4 percent in 
August. Wealth advisors indicate retirees need to look long August. Wealth advisors indicate retirees need to look long 
and hard at their spending habits, even spending less than and hard at their spending habits, even spending less than 
their wealth could support. This can help them ride out the their wealth could support. This can help them ride out the 
ups and downs of the market that affect prices on goods ups and downs of the market that affect prices on goods 
and services. Working with a good fi nancial advisor also and services. Working with a good fi nancial advisor also 
can help retirees manage their savings to maximize their can help retirees manage their savings to maximize their 
money for the years to come.  TF232679money for the years to come.  TF232679

New factors to consider New factors to consider 
before retiringbefore retiring

Your Local Senior Health AdvocatesYour Local Senior Health Advocates
Bev Miller, Bev Miller, 812-614-9799812-614-9799

Ryan Miller, Ryan Miller, 812-871-2327812-871-2327

You know us for our senior 
health resource center. 
But, did you know we also o� er:
• Safe money retirement options
• Veterans assistance
• Advice on Medicare (dential, vision                                        
 or  prescriptions plans)
• Final Expense planning

Call for an appointment
Batesville - 812-871-2327 • Versailles - 812-614-9799

www.MillerAIS.com
Senior • Health • Life • Annuities • Retirement

Whether you are already on Medicare or are just enrolling, call today to schedule 
an appointment for your FREE Medicare review.

We’ll make sure you are on the plan that’s right for you!

Let us help you plan for your � nancial future!

Various changes are associated with aging, and these can Various changes are associated with aging, and these can 
be physical, mental and emotional. Though each person be physical, mental and emotional. Though each person 
manages these changes in their own way, there’s no de-manages these changes in their own way, there’s no de-
nying that social interaction can benefi t people from all nying that social interaction can benefi t people from all 
walks of life as they navigate their golden years.walks of life as they navigate their golden years.
The Foundation for Senior Care says socializing can The Foundation for Senior Care says socializing can 

give seniors a sense of purpose, stimulate the mind, re-give seniors a sense of purpose, stimulate the mind, re-
lieve boredom, potentially prevent feelings of depression, lieve boredom, potentially prevent feelings of depression, 
and give individuals something to look forward to. The and give individuals something to look forward to. The 
senior living center Aston Gardens says socialization pro-senior living center Aston Gardens says socialization pro-
vides a signifi cant boost to the cognitive health of older vides a signifi cant boost to the cognitive health of older 
adults, helping to prevent or delay conditions that can af-adults, helping to prevent or delay conditions that can af-
fect memory.fect memory.
Individuals looking to cultivate healthy social interac-Individuals looking to cultivate healthy social interac-

tions may turn to clubs and other groups. If there’s a dearth tions may turn to clubs and other groups. If there’s a dearth 
of opportunities, individuals can start and promote their of opportunities, individuals can start and promote their 
own social club using this useful guideline.own social club using this useful guideline.
Decide on the purpose of the groupDecide on the purpose of the group
Social clubs can meet and be organized around any num-Social clubs can meet and be organized around any num-
ber of themes or interests. Social clubs may meet to discuss ber of themes or interests. Social clubs may meet to discuss 
gardening, crocheting, reading, or other shared hobbies. gardening, crocheting, reading, or other shared hobbies. 

Friends also may be interested in doing food and beverage Friends also may be interested in doing food and beverage 
sampling. In such instances, a luncheon social club makes sampling. In such instances, a luncheon social club makes 
perfect sense.perfect sense.
Turn to social mediaTurn to social media
Meeting details can be posted in a community bulletin or Meeting details can be posted in a community bulletin or 
on a message board at a local house of worship. However, on a message board at a local house of worship. However, 
the internet can be a speedy messenger and help like-mind-the internet can be a speedy messenger and help like-mind-
ed people fi gure out how to connect. Facebook groups are ed people fi gure out how to connect. Facebook groups are 
one way to organize social clubs, as is the website Meetup.one way to organize social clubs, as is the website Meetup.
com. The latter is a large online network of offl ine groups com. The latter is a large online network of offl ine groups 
that meet all over the country and the world. The website that meet all over the country and the world. The website 
makes it a snap to organize a local group or fi nd an exist-makes it a snap to organize a local group or fi nd an exist-
ing club.ing club.
Check for competitionCheck for competition
Conduct a search of groups already meeting within a 50-Conduct a search of groups already meeting within a 50-
mile radius to see if an existing group already meets your mile radius to see if an existing group already meets your 
criteria. If not, proceed full speed ahead as you establish criteria. If not, proceed full speed ahead as you establish 
your own club.your own club.
Establish consistent meeting timesEstablish consistent meeting times
Most people prefer a schedule so they can plan their days Most people prefer a schedule so they can plan their days 
accordingly. Choose a regular meeting time and place to accordingly. Choose a regular meeting time and place to 

hold the social club; otherwise, it can be confusing to ac-hold the social club; otherwise, it can be confusing to ac-
commodate everyone. Inconsistency also can make it hard commodate everyone. Inconsistency also can make it hard 
to get the club off the ground. to get the club off the ground. 
Start small and then buildStart small and then build
For those new to hosting social clubs, it may be better to For those new to hosting social clubs, it may be better to 
begin with only a few members as everyone gets into a begin with only a few members as everyone gets into a 
groove. As the group becomes more established, it can be groove. As the group becomes more established, it can be 
opened up to more members. Although it may be wise to opened up to more members. Although it may be wise to 
cap membership so that things are more easily managed.cap membership so that things are more easily managed.

Social clubs are a great way for seniors to stay con-Social clubs are a great way for seniors to stay con-
nected and active. When there isn’t one that meets a per-nected and active. When there isn’t one that meets a per-
son’s interests, it’s relatively easy start one from scratch.  son’s interests, it’s relatively easy start one from scratch.  
TF232680TF232680
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